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SUMMARY

1) Safety of Flying.

2) Medical Examination.

3) Accademia activity

The report is complete for the 2010; not all the officials reports are available about the first part of the 2011 because the year is not finished.

Aeroplanes:
The reported accidents are 36 (last year were 43)

Helicopters:
The reported accidents are 5 (last year 6)

Glider:
The accidents are 4 (last year 14)

Parachuting:
In 2010 the fatal accidents were 10 (31 August 2011 2)

In the ultralight activity only the fatal accidents are officially reported.
The data are referred to the 2010 year
Parapent 1
Deltas 1
Engined ultralights the accidents were 14 with 19 fatalities.

Up to the 31 August 2011
Parapent 3
Deltas 1
Engined ultralights the accidents 12 with 17 fatalities.

It is very difficult to analyze, from the statistical point of view
The number of the accidents is for the general aviation aircraft is less than in the previous year but this does not represent an improvement in safety, because has to be put in correlation with the reduction of the flying activities caused by the economic depression.
Also for the engineed ultralights is difficult to analize the trend because the number of accidents are increased but also the number of the flying machines, in this group, is increasing with expolemental speed.

I don’t know if the trend is the same also in other countries but, while the number of single engined (2-4 seats) general aviation planes is in a phase of progressive reduction, the number of the ultralight engined machines is in extremely fast increase. And many of this new ultralight aircraft are of very sophisticated construction, many in carbon fiber and with very advanced (and expensive) avionic.

In the last year nothing new in the field of medical examinations rules:
This is a positive aspect, because in the previous years every time something new in the medical rules was introduced, the changement not was positive.

But we have to take into account that the rules for the medical examinations applied in Italy are the most severe that in all the other parts of the world.

In Italy the professional and commercial pilots and crew members are evaluated by the military doctors in the specific institutes of the Italian Air Force.

The PPL and Gliders pilots are examined by the doctors with the four years universitary post graduate licence in “aerospace medicine”. The parachutists, hang gliders and the other flyers are examined by the sport medicine doctors, also in this case the post graduate licence of the M.D., are obtained through four years of universitary course.

About the more frequent cause of accidents for the helicopters are represented by the electroducts collisions in the montaneous landscape. The more frequent gliding accidents causes are the same: crash against trees or mountains, in flight collision and during the tug phase.

In 2010 and in the first part of 2011 I personally gave some academic papers in different Italian universities speaking about general and sport aviation. - The last paper was given saturday 2 september 2011 in occasion of the celebration of the 100th birthday of the Italian aeroclub-

In the last world air games the Italian pilot Pietro Filippini won the gold medal in glider aerobatics: we took the occasion to study, reproducing the same official aerobatic program, the physiological, cardiorespiratory, metabolic, breath by breath, GPS, and videorecorded parameters in simutaneous way, the pilot performance:- I presented here some of the data obtaine: Prof Antonio dal Monte 10/2012